
Finally – a new day for nurse call. For the longest time, nurse call systems have been trapped in the past, failing to keep up with the pace of technological change that has transitioned our society from pay phones to iPhones. From cassette tapes to streaming music. From wait and watch to on-demand everything.

Amplion is committed to taking patient safety and staff responsiveness to the next level, so we decided to change everything you thought you knew about nurse call. Welcome to the future!

Special Features Included in Amplion’s Nurse Call System:

- **SmartLight Technology** – Configurable dome light delivers unprecedented ability to assess the status and urgency of the patient care process.

- **Care Assurance Station** allows for convenient call cancel at footwall of the patient room. Also tracks care delivery to report specific caregiver response (RN vs. Aide)

- **Code Blue** and Stat assist buttons at every patient station with no special wiring.

- **Smart Nurse Call** on Pillow Speaker has special button options for PAIN, WATER, TOILET, to automatically notify caregivers of frequently requested patient needs.

- **Fall Protection** – Bed alarms and chair pads may be plugged directly into the system, along with toilet seat fall sensors. Toilet station talkback and personalized recorded “wait for your nurse” messaging lets patients know help is on the way.

Contact us today: 877-938-6439

www.cutthenursecallcord.com
More than Nurse Call – A Care Assurance Platform

Our nurse call system is delivered on Amplion Alert, the industry’s first care assurance platform. When you install Amplion’s nurse call system, you automatically have the ability to seamlessly integrate additional high-value patient care features from Amplion, including:

Amplion Messaging/Reminder Suite
Our advanced messaging functionality enables you to deliver next-level, in-room care. Clinical Care Dashboards are installed at nurse stations and used to deliver patient alerts which are visible via hallway screens and delivered to wireless phones. Reminder messages to the clinical team improve patient satisfaction and safety by enhancing the quality and consistency of call response, rounding, turns, pain and vitals.

Amplion Alarm Management
Our alarm management capabilities integrate and triage messages from various in-room clinical devices. Based on skillset, caregivers will be alerted about specific patient needs, and pre-determined escalation protocols help patients get help faster. Alarms are filtered with wait times as appropriate to reduce non-actionable alarms and alarm fatigue. Additionally, our enhanced reporting package can be used to conduct detailed analysis as required by the Joint Commission National Patient Safety Goal. The system can be highly customized to match hospital protocols and preferences, including escalation paths and wait times.

Why Amplion Nurse Call?
In this time of decreasing reimbursements, every capital and expense dollar counts. Amplion understands this and has focused on using the latest technology to create a lower cost and more functional solution. In addition, our direct-to-hospital approach eliminates the cost of middleman dealers. We pass that savings along to our customers.

- Smart Technology
- Easy Installation
- Low Maintenance
- Detailed Reporting

- Unmatched Customer Service
- Highest Impact
- Lowest Cost
- Built for the Future

READY TO CUT THE CORD?
Contact us today at 877-938-6439 or visit www.cutthenursecallcord.com to learn more and request a personal demonstration of our new way to deliver nurse call. You’ll have to see it to believe it!

About Amplion
Amplion is building a better future for patient care. We combine capabilities in clinical workflow optimization, advanced patient communications technology and in-depth analytics to help organizations make data-driven decisions and create accountability within clinical teams. We close care loops and dramatically improve clinical and financial performance as well as patient and clinician experience. Safer patients. Smarter care. Assured. Amplion. Learn more at www.amplionalert.com.